New Project, Suggested by Dr. Compton, in Charge of Superintendent Smith

Members of the Faculty and stud-
ents alike, returning for the Fall term, have observed with feelings of mingled relief and gratitude the value of the fresh, cool, but resolu-
table barrier screens of praise laying between Building 6 and the Reading Room, because of the vast
flora plentitudine, surrounded by a near concrete screen and intersected with new ex-
cerete walls.

This present height and colorful flora is a very pleasant contrast to the previously existing composition of boardwalks, autos of high and mid degree, and a general appearance of dust, Cinder, and depressing drabness.

Superintendent that the grounds improved was made early last sum-
or by Dr. Compton. In accordance to the work, necessarily be undertaken by the
n of the previously existing facilities.

This problem has been solved by the
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The space had the main group of buil-
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